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Schedule/Speakers
Thursday, November 21st

10:30 am REGISTRATION

12:00 noon LUNCH

2:00 pm WELCOMING REMARKS
Dimitri B. PAPADIMITRIOU

2:30 pm David A. LEVY
"The Performance of the Economy Since the October 1987 Crash"

3:00 pm SESSION No. 1

Hyman P. MINSKY--"The Rationale for the Conference: An Agenda for a Good Financial Economy"

Martin WOLFSON--"The Missing Links in a Debt Deflation Process: Profits, Output and Prices since 1987"

Bernard SHULL--"The Limits of Prudential Supervision: Economic, Structural and Competence"

DISCUSSION: Jane D'ARISTA
Perry MEHRLING
Milind RAO

5:30 pm RECEPTION

6:30 pm DINNER

Speaker: Kenneth WHIPPLE